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Anyone who has cared for a loved one who is sick or disabled know
that it is a demanding 24/7 job. Caregivers often have extreme
fatigue and the mental stress that goes alone with constant care. The
word “respite” means to take a break from the challenges of being a
caregiver to someone with special needs, to rest and refuel. Respite
services are an innovative part of the service array provided by Bucks
County under the Behavioral HealthChoices Program…

 The State of Mental Health in
America 2018
 SAMHSA Provides 2017
CCBHC Statistics to Congress

See Respite Services in Bucks County on Page 3.

 Final Thoughts – Are You
Ready?

The State of Mental Health in America 2018
Mental Health America (MHA) conducted a
survey to categorize all 50 states to identify
how many adults and youth have mental
health issues, substance use issues, have
access to insurance and have adequate
insurance, have access to mental health
care, and are actually accessing mental
health care. Their goal was to provide a…
See State of Mental Health on Page 2
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State of Mental Health (continued from Page 1)

snapshot of mental health status for policy and program planning, analysis, and evaluation. MHA
measured and ranked each state based on 15 measures (See “Overall Ranking” Table below).

See State of Mental Health, continued on Page 5
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Respite Services in Bucks County (continued from Page 1)

The Bucks County Respite Program has been funded by capitation savings approved by OMHSAS for
“reinvestment” under the Behavioral HealthChoices Program. Respite services in Bucks County are
offered through the community children’s services provider Child and Family Focus, Inc.(CFF). 1 CFF
provides short-term, temporary care to families who need an interval of relief from the daily challenges
of caring for a child with emotional, behavioral, and/or developmental needs. Families are eligible for
this service by living in Bucks County with a child aged 3-21 with a mental health diagnosis. Service
utilization analysis shows that respite services contribute to reductions of other behavioral health
services.
How it Works
Eligible youth and their families may choose to
have respite services take place in their own
home on an hourly basis or have their child stay
for a period of a few days in the home of a hostfamily. An assessment is conducted at the time
of service initiation to determine the level of
Respite support needed. Families receive up to
six months of continued Respite services. These
services are provided by a trained and approved
Respite care provider like CFF under guidance
and supervision of full-time Respite staff. This
enables the child’s family to receive a muchneeded break. CFF allows families to use this
time to complete chores, participate in training
and support groups, attend appointments,
engage in relationship and community building
and activities of wellness, such as exercise or
sleep.
Bucks County also offers innovative
“Community Respite Events” that take place at
a popular indoor children’s entertainment
center. These events enable parents and
caregivers a break while allowing their children

Unlike typical childcare, respite care is
utilized to increase the wellness of the family
and to prevent unwanted crises by offering
parents or other primary caregivers the
opportunity to relieve stress, restore energy
and experience greater balance in their lives.
“It makes [our child] feel good that he
gets to go do something special, by
himself! He feels like a “big boy” like
his older siblings.”
-Parent of Child at a Community Respite Event

to play with one another in a safe supervised
setting. Families seek Respite Services often
lack natural supports for childcare. They may
not have family in the area, or area family
members may be aged and require care
themselves. Families also note that available
caregivers may not have the needed skills to
adequately care for a child with behavioral
health needs.

Outcomes
Overall, the Bucks County Respite Program served 134 children from 110 families in state fiscal year
2017-2018 (SFY17-18).2 For the families receiving respite services, the cost of all behavioral health
1

Child and Family Focus Inc. (CFF) is a not-for-profit, faith-based agency serving children and youth in Montgomery,
Chester, Bucks and Delaware counties. It is our mission to enhance the quality of life for youth and their families. We
provide and advocate for the least restrictive, family and community-based settings for children’s optimum growth and
positive change. https://www.childandfamilyfocus.org/ CFF provides short-term, temporary care to families in Bucks,
Chester and Delaware Counties, PA who do not currently have resources or natural supports to assist in caring for a child
with a mental health diagnosis. Unlike typical childcare, respite care is utilized to increase the wellness of the family and
prevent unwanted crises by enabling caregivers to take a break.
2
For SFY17-18 of the 134 children served, 115 utilized hourly respite services, 12 utilized overnight respite services, and 57
attended community-based respite events. 100% of the family satisfaction surveys indicated that families were satisfied
with the responsiveness of their respite provider to their needs, and 96% were satisfied with respite services.
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services per-child-per day (PCPD)3 was $42 PCPD prior to utilizing respite services, and $32 PCPD
after utilizing respite services – a reduction of cost PCPD of 24%. It is particularly noteworthy is that
amongst families who felt that their child was at risk of out-of-home placement, 75% felt that respite
services helped prevent their child from being placed outside the home.
Magellan Behavioral Health of PA (MBH-PA) – the behavioral health managed care organization for
Bucks County – prepared an outcomes report for the CFF Respite services program in October 2017
with a follow-up report in September 2018.4 The table below shows more detailed comparative
outcomes.
Members were tracked for 90 days prior
to their respite start date, and 90 days
after the close of respite services.
Diagnosis Prevalence – top three for all
claims per member in respite services
First time respite service users
Average total hours for hourly authorized
respite services
Inpatient Psychiatric Utilization
Admissions
Days
Members

October 2017
54

September 2018
99

1. Autism
2. ADHD Combined Type
3. Adjust D/O with mixed
disturbed emotions
56%
24
Pre
2
64
2

Dur
6
115
6

Post
5
76
3

1. Autistic Disorder
2. ADHD Combined Type
3. Conduct Disorder
Unspecified
58%
31
Total
13
255
8

Pre
2
27
2

Dur
2
38
2

Post
1
13
1

Total
5
78
5

While it is difficult to draw a direct correlation between the delivery of respite services on overall
utilization alone, for the members served the outcomes for inpatient psychiatric services are very
favorable, with a reduction of admissions, days, and members utilizing inpatient psychiatric services.
Statistical information provided from Child and Family Focus: Respite Outcomes Report for Bucks
County Members; Magellan Health, Inc.; Reports of October 2, 2017 and September 17, 2018.
What the families say…

“We love our grandson dearly, but we really need a break from him
occasionally which we hadn't had prior to respite. Your agency did an
amazing job of matching us to the perfect respite worker. I couldn't have
picked a better person to spend time with my grandson! She is loving,
nurturing, young, energetic, fun, reliable, experienced, and well educated.
We love her and my grandson loves her. My husband and I now take time to
go out on dates, to meet with family, and basically do things to help us destress and enjoy adult time together. We have found that having this time to
look forward to helps us to remain patient and supportive to our grandson
during the week. The stress level in our home has decreased drastically with
respite services in place. Respite has added so much to our lives, especially
knowing that our grandson is having as much fun as we are when we go out”.
- Testimonial from family using respite services.

3
4

Costs per-child-per-day were rounded to the nearest whole dollar.
Child and Family Focus: Respite Outcomes Report; Bucks County Members; Magellan Health, Inc.; September 2018
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State of Mental Health (continued from Page 2)

Key findings in their analysis showed that 18% of adults have a mental health condition (over 43 million
Americans); nearly half of them have co-occurring substance abuse disorders, and 9.6 million
experience suicidal ideation. More alarming is that 56% of American adults with mental illness did not
receive treatment (1 in 5 report unmet needs), and 7.7% of youth had no access to mental health
services through their private insurance. While a 5-year study showed that rates of sever youth
depression have increased from 5.9% to 8.2%, over 1.7 million youth with major depressive episodes did
not receive treatment.

MHA used national survey data to measure community mental health needs, access to care, and
outcomes regardless of the differences between the states and their varied mental health policies.
Rankings provide a comparative view of which states are more effective in addressing their mental
health and substance use issues, and to compare similarities and differences among states to examine
how federal and state mental health policies result in more or less access to care.
Excerpts: Nguyen, Theresa et. al.; The State of Mental Health in America 2018; Mental Health America; 2018

SAMHSA Provides 2017 CCBHC Statistics to Congress
SAMHSA provided a national overview of the Certified Community Behavioral Health Clinics (CCBHC)
Demonstration Program in a Report to Congress for 2017.5 The report highlights the work
accomplished in Pennsylvania’s integration of behavioral health services and primary care. Eight
states, including Pennsylvania are participating in the CCBHC Demonstration Program – see the
projected number of people to be served by CCBHC on page 6, below.
SAMHSA through the CCBHCs participating in the demonstration hope to develop innovative solutions
to address the needs of people with serious mental illness and substance use disorders. Some statistics:


Nationwide, it is estimated that more than 10 million adults 18 and older had a serious mental
illness (SMI) in the past year



More than 17 million adults misused prescription drugs in the past year

5

Certified Community Behavioral Health Clinics Demonstration Program, Report to Congress, 2017 was written by staff at
Advocates for Human Potential, Inc., pursuant to a contract with The Bizzell Group (contract number HHSS280201400002C)
under the direction of the Community Support Programs Branch, Center for Mental Health Services, Substance Abuse and
Mental Health Services Administration, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services.
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About 20 million adults had an illicit drug or alcohol use disorder in the past year



Approximately 18 percent of youth (ages 13–17) experience mental disorders with moderate or
severe impairment in any area of living



Co-occurring disorders—the coexistence of both a mental disorder and substance use disorder—
affect more than 8 million adults 18 or older in the U.S.



Nearly 12 million adults in this country misuse opioids annually

Although alarming, these numbers fail to convey the full scope of the problem. Costs associated with
mental and substance use disorders run into the hundreds of billions:


At $201 billion, mental disorder costs far exceed spending on heart conditions ($147 billion),
trauma in the form of fractures and wounds ($143 billion), and cancer ($122 billion) (Roehrig,
2016).



Another $417 billion in health care, lost work productivity, and crime is attributed to substance
use (National Institute on Drug Abuse, 2015).

Pennsylvania is working to reverse the effects of the trends
listed above. As part of the CCBHC Demonstration
Pennsylvania selected 16 clinics to participate in the planning
grant from the 76 that were interested in becoming CCBHCs.
Of those, seven clinics were certified as CCBHCs. CCBHCs are
in urban and in mixed urban/rural areas of the state. Some of
the CCBHCs have formal agreements with designated
collaborating organizations (DCOs) to provide services.
Excerpts: Certified Community Behavioral Health Clinics
Demonstration Program, Report to Congress, 2017; Advocates for
Human Potential, Inc., 2018.
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Final Thoughts…
No one would disagree that technology is defining
how we live today. What we often fail to recognize is
how rapidly it transforms our lifestyle. The
Singularity University Conference is an annual event
focusing on the “exponential accelerating
technologies” that impact several global industries.
After attending the 2016 S.U. Summit, German
blogger Udo Gollub summarized some fascinating
predictions made there…
In 1998, Kodak had 170,000 employees and sold
85% of all photo paper worldwide. Within just a few
years, their business model disappeared, and they
got bankrupt. What happened to Kodak will happen
in a lot of industries in the next 10 years - and most
people don't see it coming. Did you think in 1998
that 3 years later you would never take pictures on
paper film again? Yet digital cameras were invented
in 1975. The first ones only had 10,000 pixels but
followed Moore's law. So as with all exponential
technologies, it was a disappointment for a long
time, before it became way superior and got
mainstream in only a few short years. It will now
happen with Artificial Intelligence, health,
autonomous and electric cars, education, 3D
printing, agriculture and jobs.
Welcome to the 4th Industrial Revolution.
Welcome to the Exponential Age.
Software will disrupt most traditional industries in
the next 5-10 years. Uber is just a software tool, they
don't own any cars, and are now the biggest taxi
company in the world. Airbnb is now the biggest
hotel company in the world, although they don't own
any properties.
Artificial Intelligence: Computers become
exponentially better in understanding the world.
This year, a computer beat the best Go player in the
world, 10 years earlier than expected. In the US,
young lawyers already don't get jobs. Because of IBM
Watson, you can get legal advice (so far for more or
less basic stuff) within seconds, with 90% accuracy
compared with 70% accuracy when done by humans.
So if you study law, stop immediately. There will be
90% less lawyers in the future, only specialists will
remain. Watson already helps nurses diagnosing
cancer, 4 time more accurate than human nurses.
Facebook now has a pattern recognition software
that can recognize faces better than humans. In
2030, computers will become more intelligent than
humans.
Autonomous Cars: In 2018 the first self-driving
cars will appear for the public. Around 2020, the
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complete industry will start to be disrupted. You
don't want to own a car anymore. You will call a car
with your phone, it will show up at your location and
drive you to your destination. You will not need to
park it, you only pay for the driven distance and can
be productive while driving. Our kids will never get a
driver's license and will never own a car. It will
change the cities, because we will need 90-95% less
cars for that. We can transform former parking space
into parks. 1,2 million people die each year in car
accidents worldwide. We now have one accident
every 100,000km, with autonomous driving that will
drop to one accident in 10 million km. That will save
a million lives each year. Most car companies might
become bankrupt. Traditional car companies try the
evolutionary approach and just build a better car,
while tech companies (Tesla, Apple, Google) will do
the revolutionary approach and build a computer on
wheels. I spoke to a lot of engineers from
Volkswagen and Audi; they are completely terrified
of Tesla. Insurance companies will have massive
trouble because without accidents, the insurance will
become 100x cheaper. Their car insurance business
model will disappear. Real estate will change.
Because if you can work while you commute, people
will move further away to live in a more beautiful
neighborhood. Electric cars will become mainstream
until 2020. Cities will be less noisy because all cars
will run on electric. Electricity will become
incredibly cheap and clean: Solar production has
been on an exponential curve for 30 years, but you
can only now see the impact. Last year, more solar
energy was installed worldwide than fossil. The price
for solar will drop so much that all coal companies
will be out of business by 2025. With cheap
electricity comes cheap and abundant water.
Desalination now only needs 2kWh per cubic meter.
We don't have scarce water in most places, we only
have scarce drinking water. Imagine what will be
possible if anyone can have as much clean water as
he wants, for nearly no cost.
Health: The Tricorder X price will be announced
this year. There will be companies who will build a
medical device (called the "Tricorder" from Star
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Trek) that works with your phone, which takes your
retina scan, you blood sample and you breath into it.
It then analyses 54 biomarkers that will identify
nearly any disease. It will be cheap, so in a few years
everyone on this planet will have access to world
class medicine, nearly for free.
3D printing: The price of the cheapest 3D printer
came down from 18,000$ to 400$ within 10 years.
In the same time, it became 100 times faster. All
major shoe companies started 3D printing shoes.
Spare airplane parts are already 3D printed in
remote airports. The space station now has a printer
that eliminates the need for the large amount of
spare parts they used to have in the past. At the end
of this year, new smartphones will have 3D scanning
possibilities. You can then 3D scan your feet and
print your perfect shoe at home. In China, they
already 3D printed a complete 6-storey office
building. By 2027, 10% of everything that's being
produced will be 3D printed.
Business Opportunities: If you think of a niche
you want to go in, ask yourself: "in the future, do you
think we will have that?" and if the answer is yes,
how can you make that happen sooner? If it doesn't
work with your phone, forget the idea. And any idea
designed for success in the 20th century is doomed
in to failure in the 21st century.
Work: 70-80% of jobs will disappear in the next 20
years. There will be a lot of new jobs, but it is not
clear if there will be enough new jobs in such a small
time.
Agriculture: There will be a $100 agricultural
robot in the future. Farmers in 3rd world countries
can then become managers of their field instead of
working all days on their fields. Aeroponics will need
much less water. The first petri dish produced veal is
now available and will be cheaper than cow

produced veal in 2018. Right now, 30% of all
agricultural surfaces is used for cows. Imagine if we
don't need that space anymore. There are several
startups who will bring insect protein to the market
shortly. It contains more protein than meat. It will
be labeled as "alternative protein source" (because
most people still reject the idea of eating insects).
Moodies: There is an app called "moodies" which
can already tell in which mood you are. Until 2020
there will be apps that can tell by your facial
expressions if you are lying. Imagine a political
debate where it's being displayed when they are
telling the truth and when not.
Currency: Bitcoin will become mainstream this
year and might even become the default reserve
currency.
Longevity: Right now, the average life span
increases by 3 months per year. Four years ago, the
life span used to be 79 years, now it's 80 years. The
increase itself is increasing and by 2036, there will
be more than a one-year increase per year. So, we all
might live for a long long time, probably way more
than 100.
Education: The cheapest smartphones are already
at 10$ in Africa and Asia. Until 2020, 70% of all
humans will own a smartphone. That means,
everyone has the same access to world class
education. Every child can use Khan academy for
everything a child learns at school in First World
countries. We have already released our software in
Indonesia and will release it in Arabic, Swahili and
Chinese this Summer, because I see an enormous
potential. We will give the English app for free, so
that children in Africa can become fluent in English
within half a year.
Provided in entirety from Udo Gollob Facebook blog
post; April 22, 2016

If Udo Gollub is correct in his predictions, we are moving into what has been called a “Vu Jade” world
(“Vu Jade” is the opposite of a Déjà vu world). This new world is where leaders realize “I have never
been here before, I have no idea of where I am and I have no idea who can help me.” 6 In many ways, we
face daily a world unknown and uncharted. It’s a world requiring new maps. Are you ready?
Excerpt: Elmore, Tim. Marching Off the Map. Poet Gardener Publishing. 2017; pg 18-15.

INSIGHT is published monthly by COMCARE, a program of the County Commissioner’s Association of Pennsylvania (CCAP).
If you wish to provide comments or feedback, please forward your comments to Lucy Kitner or Michele Denk at COMCARE at
the following email addresses: lkitner@pacounties.org; mdenk@pacounties.org. Thank You.

6

Ericson, Mona. “Towards a Sensed Decision-Making Approach: From Déjà vu to Vu Jade.” Management Decision 48, no. 1
(2010): 132-155.
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